The Peer to Peer
Social Media Report
PRE-RELEASE PREVIEW

We are currently still gathering data in order to produce
the full report next year.
The data sample size is not yet statistically significant; the
purpose of this preview is to share some interesting
takeaways that are emerging as we continue to gather
more responses.

If you would like to take part in the research you can
complete the questionnaire here – we will send you a
copy of the full report once it’s ready.
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We would love to hear your feedback, questions or
comments. Especially if any of the content resonates with
you in your role or business.
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Before we begin –
a quick note on
this preview

No strategy
and plan

Knowledge
gaps
(Don’t know how to
use platform)

Time
constraints

Managing
activity
(Being swamped
and staying on top
of it all, content,
messaging etc.)

Irrelevant
Content or not
useful for me

Unable to
generate
leads

Platform
Related
(Network function
feature gaps don’t
support requirements)

Measurement
gaps
(How do I know its
working/successful?)
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What are your main
challenges or
frustrations with the
social media?

Poor
audience
engagement
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Finding my
audience

B2B brands spend significant sums of
time and money investing in narrow,
functional roles that often end up in
the silos in the business. This
disconnection has a negative impact
on overall business performance.
We are conducting research to
substantiate this idea and by exploring:

o Whether this time is being measured
against business objectives
o Whether employers are supportive of
staff social media use for work
This preview contains some interesting
takeaways from the data we have
gathered and analysed so far.
If you would like to contribute please
complete the survey here and we’ll
send you a copy of the full report once
it’s published.

o How people in the B2B sector are
using social media within their roles
o If their individual activity is
coordinated cross functionally
and/or against the brand strategy
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Welcome to the preview of our
Peer to Peer Social Media Report.

One of the challenges (or opportunities
– depending on your point of view) we
have identified in the APAC market is
the untapped potential of people as a
marketing asset.
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We believe a peer to
peer driven approach
is crucial in b2b
marketing

The number 1
activity is

research
in the B2B sector

LinkedIn &
Facebook

on social media

for B2B
professionals

Over 50% of
respondents are

Employer
sentiment is

not
measuring
this time at all

positive,
about individual use
of social media
for work
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Key takeaways
from the data so far

1 day
per week

The top two
networks are
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61% of employees
spend up to

1

per week

FTE*

Business with
100 employees

70+ hrs

2

per week

FTE*

750+ hrs

25

per week

FTE*

Business with
1000 employees

*Equivalent number of full time employees (FTE) based on
total hours invested
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30+ hrs
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A significant amount
of time is being
invested in social
media by B2B brands

Business with
10 employees

14%

4%

11%

16%
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23%
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The majority of
respondents are using
LinkedIn over other
networks in their roles

83%

Research

Publish content,
interact with
other people

24%

14%

Connect with
other people

Lead
generation
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44%
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We asked employees
what their main activities
are, and here’s what
they told us:

52%

Not Measured
52%

Reach (views)
12%

Connection / Audience network
10%

Engagement (likes, comments, shares)
24%

SSI (LinkedIn Social Selling Index)
2%

Offline interaction (call or meeting)
10%

Half of our respondents are
not measuring this activity
We’ve all heard the saying “If you can’t
measure it, you can’t manage it”.
A massive 52% of respondents are not
measuring their time or activity on social
media, making it impossible to understand
the impact on business outcomes.

Sales
6%
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This is significant based on the amount of
time respondents are spending (see page 5)
on social media activities.

4%
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Customer feedback

85%

Most employers are
supportive of social
media use for work

Yes

12.5%

2.5%

Maybe

No
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Despite the challenges noted throughout this
preview, the majority of respondents indicated
that their employer is supportive of their use of
social media for work.

01.

There are 10 key challenges facing businesses
when it comes to employees using social
media for work

02.

A material amount of time is invested in social
media, but that time is NOT measured back to
business outcomes

03.

Almost all businesses are supportive of
the use of social media for work by their
employees.
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In summary

Where to from here?

If any of the information in this preview
struck a chord with you we’d love to hear
your feedback.

We’re still collecting more data, click
here to participate in the first P2P
social media research in APAC.

Join the research
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The full report is due to be published in
early 2021. We are continuing to gather
data for the remainder of this year.

